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1. INTRODUCTION 
A neutral functional differential equation as defined below includes the 
scalar differential-difference equation 
$ [x(t) + ax(t - 1) + G(x(t - l))] = &z(t) + cx(t - 1) 
1- F@(t), x(t - l)), (1.1) 
where a, b, c are constants and G(x),F( y, X) are continuous functions of 
X, y. For any continuous function 91 defined on [- 1, 01, a solution of (1.1) 
through v is a continuous function x defined on some interval [ - 1, ol), 01 > 0, 
which coincides with 9~ on [- 1, 0] and is such that the expression 
x(t) + ax(t - 1) f G(x(t - 1)) 
[not x(t)] is continuously differentiable on (0, a) and satisfies (1.1) on (0, a). 
It has been shown in [l] that the solution x = 0 of (1 .l) is asymptotically 
stable provided the solution x = 0 of the linear equation 
g [x(t) + ax(t - l)] = bx(t) + cx(t - 1) (1.4 
is asymptotically stable and the functions G(s), F( y, x) as well as their 
first derivatives vanish at x = y = 0. Furthermore, the solution x = 0 of 
(1.2) is asymptotically stable if all roots of the characteristic equation 
h(1 + se-A) = b + ccA 
have real parts < -S < 0. 
(1.3) 
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The purpose of this paper is to obtain sufficient conditions for the zero 
solution of (1.1) to be asymptotically stable even when some roots of (I .3) 
have zero real parts. Of course, the discussion involves much more general 
equations, but it is easier to describe the essential ideas for (1.1). A basic 
hypothesis for (I. I) is that ~ a ~ < 1 and no roots of (1.3) have positive real 
parts. This hypothesis eliminates the possibility of a sequence of distinct 
roots & of (1.3) having Re h, --f 0 as j---f co. Suppose P is the finite- 
dimensional linear subspacc of the space C of continuous functions on [- 1, 0] 
which corresponds to all initial values of solutions of (1.2) of the form 
p(t) eht where p is a polynomial and A is a root of (I .3) with Re X = 0. If P 
has dimension d, it is shown that there exist a d-dimensional manifold P* 
in C with zero in P”, and an ordinary differential equation on P* such that 
the stability properties of the zero solution of this equation on P* determine 
the stability properties of the zero solution of (1. I). Also, constructive methods 
are given for obtaining this information about P*. The case of zero roots is 
discussed in detail and generalizes the paper of Lefschetz [2] for ordinary 
differential equations. The results about P* seem to be new even for ordinary 
differential equations although a partial result of this type appears in I’liss 
[3]. For retarded equations (that is, a = 0, G =:m 0), Shimanov [4, 51 has 
given some sufficient conditions for the stability of (1.1) in special cases. 
For neutral equations, the presence of the term G introduces many new 
difficulties in the discussion and, in fact, seems to prevent the use of the 
converse theorems of Liapunov, a tool systematically employed by Shimanov. 
The approach used here follows more closely the method of integral manifolds 
in the spirit of Krylov, Bogoluibov and Rlitropolski [6]. A simple example 
is given at the end of the paper to illustrate the results. 
2. NOTATION AND BACKGROUND 
Let En be a real or complex n-dimensional linear vector space with norm 
j . 1, r > 0 a given real number and C the space of continuous functions 
mapping [-Y, 0] into En with 1 v 1 = sup+.<s_-.,, ~ p(e)] for 9 E C. If x is a 
continuous function taking [o - Y, 0 + A], A > 0, into En, then, for each 
t E [o, (T + A], we let xt E C be defined by ~~(0) = x(t + e), --Y < 0 < 0. 
Suppose p(e), T(O), are n x n matrix functions of bounded variation in 
0, -r < 0 < 0, rp E C and define 
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for all p in C. The functions L and D are continuous linear operators. Also, 
suppose G: C+ En,F: C ---f En, G has a continuous first derivative G’(v), 
and G(v) depends only upon values of ~(0) for 6’ < 0; that is, for any a E En 
and any sequence vn E C, ~~(0) = a, n = 1, 2,..., which converges to 9 
uniformly on compact subsets of [-r, 0), the limit of G(q,,) exists as n + a 
and lim,,, G(P)J = G(v). G(v), also, suppose G’(v) are uniformly continuous 
on closed bounded sets in C and there exist continuous scalar functions 
y(s), q(s), s >, 0, y(O) = ~(0) = 0, such that 
for s 3 0, (T > 0 and all y,, Q!J in C and, furthermore, j y /, 4 / < o in 
(2.2c), (2.2d). 
Our main concern throughout this paper is with the autonomous neutral 
functional differential equation 
; P(x,) - %)I = +t) + %4. (2.3) 
A solution x = x(p) of (2.3) through a point IJJ in C is a continuous function 
taking [-Y, A), A > 0, into En such that x,, = y and D(x,) - G(x,) is 
continuously differentiable and satisfies (2.3) for t in (0, A). It is proved 
in [7, 81 that there is a unique solution x(v) through v and x(p))(t) is continuous 
in 0, F>. 
Along with (2.3), we consider the linear system 
$ D(rt) = UY,). (2.4) 
If the transformation T(t) : C + C is defined by 
Ytb> = V)% (24 
then it is shown in [9] that (T(t), t > 0} is a strongly continuous semigroup 
of linear operators with the infinitesimal generator A : LB(A) + C, 
A@) = @), --Y < e < 0, 
W) = b E c : q E c, do) = g(qJ) +L(v)), (2.6) 
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and the spectrum o(A) of A consists of those X which satisfy the charac- 
teristic equation 
det d(A) 7 0, A(X) : A [1- J’l, CA@ dp(~)] -- j”, ens do. (2.7) 
Let {T,(t), t > 01 be the strongly continuous semigroup of linear trans- 
formations associated with the solution of the equation 
g D(xJ = 0. (2.8) 
DEFINITION. The order aD of D is defined by 
aD -z inf{real a : there is a constant K(a) with 
T,(t)91 j :< K(a)ent y 8, t ;? 0, g, E C, D(v) =- 0;. (2.9) 
If 
D(T) = do) - C AP--~,) (2.10) 
I<=1 
the A, are n x 11 constant matrices, each r,, > 0 and 7&k is rational for 
N> I, Y -: maxkTk it is shown in [IO] that a, -== --co for Y = 0 and 
Dg, = ~(0) and, otherwise, 
a D == sup 1 Re h : det (1 - c AkePATk) = 01. (2.11) 
Suppose a, < 0 and all roots of (2.7) have nonpositive real parts. If 
A = {A : det d(A) = 0, Re h = 0}, then A is a finite set and it follows from 
]9] that the space C can be decomposed by A as C =- P @Q where P, Q are 
subspaces of C invariant under T(t) and A, the space P is finite dimensional 
and corresponds to the initial values of all those solutions of (2.4) which are 
of the form p(t) e”t, where p(t) is a polynomial in t and X E A. 
Let X(t) be the n i< n matrix function defined for all t E [0, 00) of bounded 
variation in t and continuous in t from the right such that 
D(X,) = [’ L&X,) ds $ I, 
* 0 
t 3 0, 
(0 x,(e) == ,~ -r <cl <o 8x0 
(2.12) 
Since X(t) is a solution (2.4), it is reasonable to let 
x, = T(t) x0 . (2.13) 
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IJsing the same arguments as in [I, 91, it is easily shown that the solution 
of (2.3) with initial value v satisfies the equation 
Xf - XoGW = Wb - X,Gb)l (2.14) 
Conversely, any solution of (2.14) satisfies (2.3). The integrals in (2.14) are 
evaluated at each 0 in [-r, 0] as ordinary integrals in E”. Also, if C is 
decomposed by d as C = P @ Q, then Eq. (2.14) is equivalent to 
(4 xtP - XoPG(xt) = T(t)[qP - XopG(q)] 
+ jt {d,[--(t - s)XOp] G(x,) + T(t - 4 .?,p%) 4, 
0 
(b) xtQ - X,QG(x,) = T(t)[vQ - X,QG(v)] 
(2.15) 
+ jt (4-W - s)XoQ] G(q) + T(t - s) XoQF(x,) ds), 
0 
where the superscripts P and Q designate the projections of the corresponding 
functions onto the subspaces P and Q, respectively. Everything is clear in 
(2.15) except for the meaning of the projections Xop, X,Q since X, is not 
continuous. These terms will be defined after we have given an explicit way 
for determining the projections of C onto P and Q. 
Projection operators taking C onto P and Q are easily determined by 
means of the adjoint differential equation 
x(7 - e) d&B)] = -j” x(7 - B) d?(e), (2.16) 
--r 




--r o 4t - WW9ldt3 d5 (2.17) 
defined for all 01 E C* = C([O, r], E”), &E C*, y E C. 
If cp = (yr )..., 9)“) is a basis for the initial values of those solutions of 
(2.4) of the form p(t) eAt, where p is a polynomial and h ELI and 
!P = col(~, ,*.*, 1cl”) is a basis for the initial values of those solutions of (2.16) 
of the form p(t) e-At, p a polynomial, /\ E /1, then it is shown in [9] that the 
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v X v matrix (Y, @) = (($i , yj), i, j = 1, 2 ,..., V) is nonsingular and, 
therefore, can be assumed to be the identity. If @, Y are defined in this way, 
then, for any 9 E C, we define #‘, yo by 
(2.18) 
One can now show that (Y’, X,,) . IS well-defined and (!?‘, X0) = Y(0). There- 
fore, if we put 
X”’ = @Y(O), X,Q = x0 - X0’, (2.19) 
the quantities in (2.15) are well-defined. 
It is shown in [lo] that the hypothesis a, < 0 implies there are K ;; 1, 
01 > 0. such that 
(a) / T(t)p, ‘.. Ke-sf g, , t 2 O,VEQ, 
(b) ~ T(t)X,,Q + J‘l Lt,T(t - s)X,,Q 1 < KeeZt, 
0 
(2.20) 
t > 0. 
3. INTEGRAL MANIFOLDS IN CRITICAL CASES 
Throughout the remainder of this paper, we assume D is given in (2.1), 
a, < 0 and the space C is decomposed by A = {A : det d(A) = 0, Re h = 0} 
as C = P @Q where P, Q are defined as in the previous section. Our 
objective in this section is to prove there is a v-dimensional manifold in C 
which is an integral manifold of system (2.4) in a neighborhood of zero and 
the stability properties of the solution x -= 0 relative to this manifold 
determine the stability properties of the solution x =-= 0 of (2.4). We remark 
that if there are some roots of (2.8) with positive real parts, then one could 
obtain the existence of the manifold corresponding to the roots with zero 
real parts by using essentially the same procedure as below. It only complicates 
the notation by forcing one to consider some integrals from 0 to + co to take 
care of the roots with positive real parts. 
The form of the variation of constants formula (2.14) suggests the possibility 
of introducing a new variable for the expression on the left hand side. How- 
ever, some care must be exercised because the new variable would not be a 
continuous function on [-7, 01. Let PC be the set of functions F: [-r, 0] - En 
which are continuous on [--T, 0), y(O--) exists and let 1 IJJ 1 = 1 9(O)/ + 
sup{/ v(e)l, --Y <z 0 < 0). The space PC is then a Banach space with this 
norm. Let PC, be the closed set in PC defined by 
PC, = {v E PC : F(O) = v(O-) - X,,G(y)}. 
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Since G(v) does not depend on v(O), the maps 
h:C+PC,, 44) = 4 - X,W) 
H : PC, ---f C, WV) = P + &G(v) (3.1) 
are homeomorphism and h ’ H = H * h is the identity. 
For each v in PC, , there is a unique function 4 E C such that 
P = # - X&W) 
and, conversely. Therefore, the semigroup T(t) is well defined on PC, since 
it is well defined on C and X0 . On the other hand, T(t)p, may not belong 
to PC, for g, E PC,. In the following, we let / T(t)v 1 designate sup{\ T(t)y(Q, 
--r<0,(0}forp,EPC,. 
The domain of definition of the infinitesimal generator A of the semigroup 
T(t) can be extended to PC by letting 9(iz) = {p’ E PC : + E PC} and 
(3.2) 
The variation of constants formula (2.14) for the solution of (2.3) suggests 
the change of variables xt - X,,G(x,) = zt to obtain a new equation for zrt 
in PC,. This transformation is a well-defined transformation from C to PC, 
and preserves stability properties since G(x,) depends only upon the values 
of ~~(8) for -r 6 0 < 0 and, therefore, G(x,) = G(z,). Thus, if, in (2.14), 
Zt = xt - 4,G(xt), 
xt = .zt + X,G(z,) “zf H(q), 
(3.3) 
then (2.14) becomes 
xt = T(t)+ + s 1 {[--d,T(t - s)X’,] G(x,J + T(t -s) X,F(H(z,)) ds}. 
(3.4) 
Let @, Y be the matrices defined in Section 2 for the decomposition 
C = P @ Q, (Y, @) = I, and let E be the v x v matrix such that 
T(t)@ = @ exp Et, t E (-co, 00). The spectrum of E is /l. For any v E PC, 
one can define (Y, v) and, therefore, it is meaningful to put 
yp = @(Y, p)), vQ = 9) - yp, lpEPC. (3.5) 
In a fixed neighborhood of zero, we may assume the semigroup T(t) satisfies 
(2.20). In the following, it is assumed that all considered neighborhoods of 
zero are contained in this fixed neighborhood. Also, Eq. (3.4) can be split as 
505/10/I-j 
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(2.15) with appropriate substitutions from (3.3). Furthermore, if ztP := @u(t), 
then it follows from (2.15a) and the transformation (3.3) that 
@u(t) = @e-%(O) + bi jL {[-d,eE(t-s)Y(0)] G(z,) + et(t~S)Y(0)F(H(z,))ds;. 
” 
Therefore, we see that Eq. (3.4) is equivalent to 
Zt = @u(t) -+ Wt ) W,EQ, 
Jy = Eu(t) + F&4), w,)), 
Wt = ~(t)w” f jf {-[d,~(t - s)XoQ] Go@(s), Ws) 
(3.6) 
0 
+ T(t - s) XoQFo(u(s), w,) 4, 
where 
F&, a> = y(O)F(fJ(@u + d) + E'-W) G(@u +~1, 
Go@, VJ) = G(@u +4, (3.7) 
F,(u, v) = F(ff(@u + v)), u E p, v E Q. 
Foranyp>O,letSZ,=={(u,~)~EV~Q:O<~u~ <~,O</p!<p} 
and let Fle, Foe, Gse be functions defined on Sz, , which coincide with Fl , F. , 
G 0, respectively, on ((u, p) E Ev x Q : 0 < i u / < p, j q~ i < p> and 
(3.8) 
From the properties of Fl , F, and Go , there is a nondecreasing continuous 
function v(p), p > 0, v(0) = 0, such that 
F,"(O,O) = 0, IF,% d G ~P)P, 
I Fj% TJ) - FAu, #)I < 4p)(l u - n I + ~ v - # 11, j = 0, 1, 
G,e(O, 0) = 0, i GOe(u, P))I <E v(plp, (3.9) 
1 GOe(u, y) - Go"(w, $)I < +)(I u - 2: , + 1 9 - 4 i), 
for (u, p), (0, #) E Grip (see. e.g., Chafee [I I]). 
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In order to discuss the local properties of (3.6) near u = 0, rut = 0, it is 




Wt) +Flwt), 4, 
TWO - r t [dJ(t - WooI Go”(W 4 (3.10) 
‘0 
+ j; T(t - s) X,°Foe(4~>, 4 4 f > 0. 
THEOREM 3.1. There is a p. > 0 and a Lipschitx continuous function 
h : EV + Q such that for any 0 < p < p. , (u, h(u)) E Sz, , 0 < / u / < 00 
and the set M0 = {(a, cp) E G0 : v = h(u), 0 < 1 u / < CD} is an integral 
manifold of (3.10). Furthermore, any solution of (3.10) with initial value in M, 
is de$ned for all t E (-co, CD). 
Proof. For simplicity in the estimates we assume / exp Et 1 = 1. Only 
slight changes in the proof are needed since for any E > 0 there is a K(e) 
so that / exp Et j < K(E) exp Et for all t. With K, (Y as in (2.20) and v(p) 
as in (3.9), for any p with v(p) = 01/4, there is a constant Kr == K,(a) such 
that 
I 
” / d,T(--s)X,O / e--2y(p)s < KI . 
--oo 
In fact, if we write this integral as an infinite sum of integrals of length one 
and use (2.20) then 
1 O / d,T(-s)X,o / e--Bu(p)s = 2, -frJ jz j: j d,T(j + 1 - s)X,o / $v(o)(j+l-s~ 
<f e2v(o)(j+l) 
.c 
’ I d,T(j + 1 - Moo I 
j=O 0 
< f e-(a-2v(o))(i+l) 
j=O 
< f e-a(i+1)/2 y q&g* 
j=O 
Let K, = max(K, , K), choose p. so that 
WJ 1 + a-‘) &o) < 1, (3.11) 
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and, for any 0 < p < p0 , let 
S-{h:EY+@ continuous, (24, h(u)) E fi,, , u E Eo, h(O) = 0, 
1 h(u) - h(v)i < / u - ‘u , u, v E EL’) (3.12) 
For h E S, let / h / == sup{/ h(u)l, u E EV}. 
For any h E S, let u(t) =-= u(t, u,, , h), ~(0, u,, , h) = uO, be the solution 
of the system 
and define the mapping 9 : S - functions from I? into Q by the relation 
.I- s” T(-s) X,,QF,,+(s), h@(s))) ds, 
-m 
(3.14) 
for ua E E”. Our objective is to show that 9 has a fixed point in S and then 
to show that this fixed point defines an integral manifold M, . 
For any h in S, it follows from (3.9), (3.1 I) and our estimates on T(t) in 
(2.20) that 
l(~:h)(uo)/ < K,(P) PU + + < P. 
To estimate the dependence of (CJVz)(u,) upon h and u,, we need the 
dependence of u(t, u,, , h) upon the same parameters. From (3.13), one 
easily obtains from the variation of constants formula and simple estimates 
that 
I 44 uo , h) - u(t, co , h)l < e~~“(p)~(l u. - co j + 4 ( h - h ,), t < 0. 
Since 
I GoWt, uo , h), h(u(t, uo , 4)) - GoWt, co > h), @(t, u;, , h)))l 
G 243) I 44 uo , h) - u(t, a,, , h)l + +) I h - h 1, 
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it follows that 
Ii (’ [d,T( -WoQl[Goe(u(s, uo , 4, 44, uo > A))) -* 
- GoeMs, co , h), h(u(s, co 3 ml j 
4 
:* ‘J / d,T(-s)XoQ 1 [2v(p)e+“(“‘“( 1 u. - ii0 I f + i h - h ,) + v(p) i h - h I] -‘x 
,<Kv(p) h--Al +K,2V(p)(,uo-~o~ -t$~lz-lii) 
< 24~) K,(I U. - ilo i + i h - h I). 
In a similar manner. one shows that 
Combining these estimates and using (3.11), we obtain 
Therefore, .9 : S + S and is a contraction. The unique fixed point h of .P 
in S is easily shown to define an integral manifold satisfying the properties 
of the theorem. This completes the proof. 
Our next objective is to determine the stability properties of the manifold 
MP given in Theorem 3.1. To do this, we need 
LEMMA 3.1. There are p1 > 0, pz < 0, KS > 0, 01~ > 0, and a continuous 
function p : R+ x fiDz + Q such that if (u(t), zut) is a solution of (3.10) with 
initial value (u. , rp) E a02 , then (u(t), WJ exists for t > 0 and 
wt = p(t, u(t), F), t > 0. (3.15) 
Moreover, p satisfies the inequalities 
(4 IP(t, uj VII G ply 
(b) / p(t, u, v) - p(t, 21, g)l < / u - u / t Kze-“lf i v - q I, 
for (t, u, ~1, (4 u; q4 E R+ x Q 02 .
(3.16) 
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Proof. Consider the equation 
P(C uO , d = T(t)9, - j: WYt - s)~oO] GO’@(~), p(.% U(S), d) 
t + T(t - s) &~~Fo”(u(s), p(s, u(s), 9)) ds, 
0 
for (t, u. , p’) E RT x LID0 . By using arguments very similar to the proof of 
Theorem 3.1, one proves the existence of a p(t, u, 9’) satisfying (3.16a) which 
is Lipschitzian in u, y. To show the precise estimate (3.16b) is more difficult 
and one can use an argument similar to the one used in the basic stability 
theorem in [1] to obtain this estimate. It is then easy to verify (3.15). The 
details are omitted. 
THEOREM 3.2. With h as in Theorem 3.1 there are constants Kl > 0, 
p3 > 0 such that any solution (u(t), z+) of (3.10) with initial value (u. , y) E Qp3 , 
is defined for all t 3 0 and satisfies 
1 wt - h(u(t))l .< Kle-‘lt 1 CJI - h(u,)j, t 2 0. 
Proof. If ‘cfO, is the integral manifold in Theorem 3.1, then any solution 
lying in MD0 must satisfy (3.15). If (u(t), WJ is any solution of (3.10) with 
initial value In Q p2 , then Lemma 3.1 implies that this solution is defined for 
all t > 0. For an arbitrary r > 0, the solution of (3.10) through (U(T), h(u(7)) 
is defined for all t E (-co, 00) and lies on M,a from Theorem 3.1. This 
solution can therefore be considered as the value of a solution of (3.10) at time 
7 starting from some point (u*, y*) at 7 = 0. Lemma 3.1, therefore, implies 
i w, - 444)l =y / p(~, u(7), V) - ~(7, U(T), T*)’ 
< K,e-nlT[! F - h(u,)l + 1 h(u,) - h(u*):] 
for 7 > 0. 
To estimate h(u,) - h(u*), it is sufficient to estimate / u. - u* / since h 
is Lipschitzian and, in fact, the proof of Theorem 3.1 showed the Lipschitz 
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constant could be chosen equal to one. The quantities ua , ux correspond 
to initial values, respectively, of solutions of 
du*(s) 
- = Eu*(s) + ~l”(u*(s>, PCS, u*(s), v”)), ds 
with U(T) == U*(T). Using the variation of the constants formula for the 
solutions of these equations through U(T), U*(T), respectively, and the 
properties of F,“, p, one easily obtains, from Gronwall’s inequality, 
I u*(s) - ~(4 < 0 i v - v* 1, O<S<T, 
where tI = Kav(p,)/[~u, - 2v(pr)]. F ur th er restrict pr so that 0 < 1. Then 
i h(U*) - h(U,)i < / U* - U. 1 < 6 1 y - h(U*)l 
< e[l ?J - 4%)l + /4%) - 441 
and 
This fact together with the previous estimate on / ZU~ - h(~(~))l implies 
and proves the theorem. 
COROLLARY 3.1. With h as in Theorem 3.1 and p3 as in Theorem 3.2, any 
solution (u(t), q) E Go3 for t < 0 must lie on MD3 . 
Let h be as in Theorem 3.1 and pa as in Theorem 3.2 and consider the 
ordinary differential equation 
y = Eu(t) +F,“(u(t), h(u(t))) (3.17) 
which describes the behavior of the solutions (u(t), ZL+) = (u(t), h(u(t)) of 
(3.10) on the integral manifold &IQ, . 
THEOREM 3.3. If the solution u = 0 of (3.17) is uniformly asymptotically 
stable (unstable), then the solution u = 0, wt = 0 of (3.10) [and therefore the 
solution x = 0 of (2.3)] is unzyormly asymptotically stable (unstable). 
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Proof. For any 6 > 0, let B, = {(u, p) E EY x Q : [ u i + 1 9 I < S}. 
Let iMO, r\ Boo be contained in the region of attraction of the solution u =m 0 
of (3.17). We first prove stability. From the hypothesis on (3.17), for any 
E > 0, 2E -c p3 > there is a 6 > 0, 8 < h, , such that any solution u(t) of 
(3.17) satisfies 1 u(t)1 < E for t -> 0 provided that j u(O)] < 6. Also, there is a 
t,, = t,(6) such that / u(t)1 CC 6/2 for t ;> t,, since the zero solution of (3.17) 
is assumed to be uniformly asymptotically stable. \Vith Ki , 01~ as in Theorem 
3.2, further restrict 6 so that K, exp(-art,,(a)) c I !2. Such a choice of 6 is 
possible since t,(6) + co as 6 -+ 0. 
From continuous dependence on initial data in (3. IO), there is a neighborhood 
V8, = {(u, v) : , u / K 6 i 6, . 1 h(u) - y / < S,] of /MD, n B, such that 
(u(O), rug) E Iio‘, implies the solution (u(t), wi) of (3.10) belongs to B,, for 
0 < f ,( t,, and (u(t,), w+,) is in a Sj2 neighborhood W8!, of :lZ,Z n B,!, . 
Since PC1 exp(-art,,) c l/2, it follows that : W, i < S,,‘2 and, thus, 
(u(tu), w(J E I, . Therefore, (u(t), zuI) must belong ‘lto B,, 
This proves stlbility of the zero solution of (3.10). 
for all t - 0. 
Suppose I,,, is chosen as above and (u(O), u’,J t I-,, . The solution (u(t), zu:) 
of (3.10) through (u(O), ws) is in B,, . Since 2~ < p1 , this defines a solution x 
of (2.3) which is bounded. Since LIP < 0, it follows from [12] that the orbit 
of this solution has a nonempty w-limit set. Theorem 3.2 implies this limit 
set must be in J1+ n B, Since the w-limit set is invariant and the only 
invariant set in AI+ n B, is zero [by the hypothesis on system (3.17)] it 
follows that every solution of (3.10) with initial value in Bsl approaches 
zero as t -* X. This completes the proof of the asymptotic stability. 
If the solution u P: 0 is unstable, then it is obvious that the zero solution 
of (3.10) is unstable. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
4. STABILITY IX CRITICAL CASES-ZERO ROOTS 
In the previous section, we proved a result (Theorem 3.3) which stated 
that the asymptotic stability (or instability) of the zero solution of (2.3) is 
determined by the asymptotic stability (or instability) of the zero solution 
of an ordinary differential equation (3.17). It, therefore, remains to analyze 
the behavior of the solutions of (3.17) near u 0. Of course, this is an 
extremely difficult task and no general procedure is available to treat all 
possible situations. Therefore, one is forced to consider particular cases, one 
of which will be discussed in this section. 
Suppose D, L, G, F as before and a, < 0. Also, suppose N = 0 is an 
isolated equilibrium point of (2.3) and if v(y) is an analytic function of a 
v-vector y in a neighborhood of y = 0, then G(v( y)), F(v( y)) are analytic 
functions of y in a neighborhood of y 2 0. Finally, h = 0 is a root of the 
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characteristic equation (2.7) of multiplicity V, the dimension of the null 
space of D(0) is Y and all other roots of (2.7) have negative real parts; i.e., 
fl of Section 2 consists only of the element 0, and if C is decomposed by /l as 
C = P @Q, then a basis @ for P can be chosen to consist of constant 
functions. Since T(t) @ = @, the matrix E in (3.6) is zero. For notational 
convenience throughout this section, if y is a constant function. in C, then 
v,, will denote the value of this function in En. 
If Y is a basis for the constant solutions of the adjoint equation (2.16) 
with (Y, @) = I, then a direct computation shows that 
I = (Y, @) = YOd(0)@, , 
(4.1) 
d(0) = I - j” dp(0) -- j” 0 d,(e). 
--T --T 
Suppose PC is the space of functions defined in Section 3 and A is defined 
by (3.1). Let O+(O) be that n x n matrix which takes the range of d(0) onto 
the range of the transpose d’(0) of d(0) in a one-to-one manner and 
d(0) As(O) = I on the range of O(0). 
LEMMA 4.1. If Q = {F E PC : (Y, p’) = O> and A is defined by (3.2), 
then there is a bounded right inverse A-l of A taking PC n R(A) into Q n 9(A); 
that is, if F E PC, # = A-Gp, then # EQ* n 9(A) and A# = AA-$ = p 
Also, ;f q~ E PC n R(A), then A-$ is defined by 
de> = j: ~(4 ds t CI(V)> --Y < I9 < 0, 
(4.2) 
where (I, p) is the bilinear form de$ned in (2.17) evaluated at the identity I. 
Proof. Suppose v E PC n R(A). It is not difficult to show this implies 
(1, p) E R@(O)). With A-’ defined in (4.2), it is clear that A-l is a bounded 
linear operator taking PC in Q*. Also dL4-lT/dB is in PC and, for ---Y < 0 < 0, 
(AA-$)(B) = ; (A-$)(B) = v(B). 
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Since g(y) satisfies (2.2a), (A4rZ-1qn)(8) = cZ(A~~~)(B)/&I, -r < 0 < 0, 
L(Q) = 0 and d(O) O+(O) = I, we have 
This completes the proof of the lemma. 
Let X0 be the n x n matrix function on [-r, 0] defined by X,(0) =_ 0, 
--T < 0 < 0, .X,(O) =: I, the identity. 
LEMMA 4.2. Suppose e, E are arbitrary functions satisfying (2.2b)-(2.2d), 
c;‘(v) depends o&y on the values of ~(0) for 6 < 0, and e(,( y)), p(v( y)) are 
analytic functions of the v-vector y in a neighborhood of y = 0 if q~( y) is 
analytic in y in a neighborhood of y == 0. With A~-’ as in Lemma 4.1, the 
equation 
cp + XoQ&Dy I- v) = -AmlX,,Ql’(@y -I- T) (4.3) 
has a unique solution FQ =m a(y) in a neighborhood of y = 0, qQ := 0, and 
the solution is analytic in y in a neighborhood of y :: 0. Furthermore, if the 
power series expansion of C?(@y + IJIQ), 8(@y $ cpQ) begins with the terms of 
degree k in y, then the power series expansion of a(y) begins with terms of at 
least degree k in y. 
The proof is not given since it is a standard application of the method 
of successive approximations and the properties of A-1. 
We now apply these lemmas to the study of the stability of the zero solution 
of (2.3). Suppose system (2.3) has been transformed to the system (3.6) 
through the transformation (3.3). M Te now make an additional transformation 
on (3.6) to a more convenient form. 
Let a(u) be the solution assured by Lemma 4.2 of the equation 
p + XoQG(@u ‘- 9)) == -A-‘X,QF(H(@u + cp)) 
and consider the transformation of variables 
(4.4) 
a’/ =- Vf + a(u(t)) (4.5) 
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in (3.6). If /3(u) = @u $ a(u), F 0 H = P, th e new equation for vt is given 
by 
vt = q++l + T(t) +(o)) - 4@)) 
+ j; {d,[-T(t - s)X,O] G@(u)) -t T(t - s) Soo~(/3(u)) ds) 
+- s :, 4--T(t - +‘GOl{W(~) i- vs) - G@(4)) 
t f 
s 
T(t - s) A-,Q{&~(u) $ vs) -P@(u))} ds, (4.6) 
0 
where the function u under the integrals is always evaluated at s. Since u(t) 
has a continuous first derivative, the function G(@u(t) + c~(u(t))) has a 
continuous first derivative. Therefore, the first term in the first integral in 
(4.6) can be integrated by parts to obtain 
If r(u(t)) = a(~(t)) + XooG@(u(t))), then y(u(t)) is in R(A-I) for each t 
and y(u(t)) is also continuously differentiable in t. From the definition of A-l 
in Lemma 4.1, T(O) -4-ip, - T(t) A-$ = -J,” T(t - s)p) ds for all y E PC, 
t ‘, 0. Using this fact, one obtains 
~(~1 +(o)) - T(O) y(u(t)) = I- j" T(~ - s) A+(~)) ds 
0 
.t 
-J T(t - s) q ds. (4.8) 0 
If we use these relations (4.7), (4.8) in (4.6) together with the fact that a(u) 
satisfies (4.4), we obtain 
where 01 satisfies (4.4) and H is defined in (3.3). 
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We summarize these results in the following 
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose II, L, G, F satisfy the conditions of Section 2, 
zero is a characteristic value of (2.4) whose geometric and algebraic multiplicities 
are v and G(v( y)), F(v( y)) are analytic functions of the v-vector y in a 
neighborhood of y = 0. Suppose PC is the space of ,functions mapping C-Y, 0] 
into En defined in Section 3 and A : 9(A) + PC, 9(A) C PC is dejined by (3.2). 
Let C be decomposed by (0) as C :- P @ Q. With H defined as in (3.3), let a(u) 
be the solution of (4.4). If 
(a) x, = H(z,), /3(u) = @u + a(u), 
(b) it = P(u(t)) + z’t , 7~/ E Q, 
cc> Qu, 9’) = vv(4 + P))? 
(4 &G g’) = GM4 + P)), 
then the initial problem for (2.3) in a neighborhood of q~ 
the equations 
(4 T = Y(O)I;‘(u(t), VJ, 
(4.10) 
0 is equivalent to 





T(t ~ s) X,Q[fi(u(s), v,) - I?(u(s), 0)] ds 
0 
- j’ T(t -s) 
I, 
q Y’(0) fl(u(s), v,?) ds. 
There is a degenerate case of (4.11) w IC needs to be discussed separately; h’ h 
viz., the case in which F in (2.3) satisfies F(v) = 0 for all y in a neighborhood 
of IJI = 0. Equations (4.11) for this case are 
vt = T(t)v,, - 
j 
’ [d,T(t - ~)X,,~][c(u(s), vs) - e(u(s), O)]. 
” 
Using the same type of argument as in the proof of the stability theorem 
in [1], one can show that the solution (u, nt) = (0, 0) is uniformly stable 
and, thus, the solution x = 0 of (2.3) is uniformly stable. That is, a pertur- 
bation in (2.3) which occurs only in the term which is being differentiated 
does not affect the zero roots of (2.7) p rovided that the algebraic and geometric 
multiplicity of this root are the same. 
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We now discuss the case when F(v) + 0. System (4.11) is of the same form 
as (3.6). The results in Section 3 did not depend upon the form ofF, , F, , G, 
but only upon the estimates (3.9). Therefore, the conclusion of Theorem 3.3 
is valid for our situation and it remains only to analyze the behavior of the 
solutions of (3.17) under our present hypotheses. Now the form of the terms 
in (4.11) are important since they permit us to determine the qualitative 
behavior of the integral manifold given in Theorem 3.1 near u == 0. 
To be more specific, let us define 
and write (4.11) as 
F = F&d, VJ 
vt = T(t)v” - 
s 
1 [d,T(t - s)X,Q] G&(s), vs) (4.13) 
+ jt T(t - s)F,,W, v,) ds. 
0 
If the functions Fr , G,, , F0 in (4.12) are extended as Fre, G,,?, F,” in (3.8), 
then Theorem 3.1 guarantees the existence of an integral manifold M of the 
extended system with M = {(u, ho(u)), 0 < / u / < co} where h, : EY + Q 
is Lipschitz continuous. Furthermore, the proof of that theorem gave h, 
as the limit of the sequence of successive approximations: 
ho = 0, 
a hk++,) = - 
s 
[d,T(--s)XoQ] Go”(uk(s), hk(u”(s))) 
-n 
+ j” I”( -s) Foe(uk(s), hX’(uk(s))) ds, 
-02 
k”(t) = F,“@“(t), h”@“(t))), ~~(0) = u. . 
(4.14) 
Furthermore, using the estimate of the Lipschitz constant in u”, h for 
u(t, u,, , h) obtained in the proof of Theorem 3.1, we have for every k, 
I uk(t, %I 7 hk)l < e-2v(p)t 1u. j, t 3 0. (4.15) 
Suppose the power series expansion of F(u, 0) beings with terms of degree 
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m > 2 and pa in (3.11) is further restricted so that 4(m + 1) v(p,J < LY. 
From (4.14) 
h’(%) =J‘“, T( -s) Foe(u”(s), 0) ds. 
From the definition of F,,” in (3.8) and (4.12) and Lemma 4.2, it follows that 
there is a constant k such that 
1 Fo”(u, 0) < k 1 2.4 /“l+l. 
Therefore, 
i hl(u,)l < j” &~~~-2(n1+lb(ds j uO inz+l ds 
-- a: 
G 2kK-1 ~ u() p1. 
A simple induction argument on the sequence hk allows one to conclude 
that h,(u) = &;(I u jm+i) as / u 1 - 0. This is summarized in 
LEMMA 4.3. Suppose the hypotheses of Theorem 4.1 are satisfied and 
h, : EV ---f Q is the Lipschitz continuous function assured 6y Theorem 3. I. 
If the power series expansion of P(u, 0) 6 e g ins with terms of degree m, then 
h,(u) = C?( j u I>?2 rl) as IUi+O. 
With h, as in Lemma 4.3, the analog of system (3.17) is 
ti = !@(u, h,(u)). (4.16) 
THEOREM 4.2. Under the assumptions and notations of Theorem 4.1, let 
Q(u) designate the homogeneous polynomial of the lowest degree terms in the 
power series expansion of Y(O)~(u, 0). If the zero solution of the ordinary 
dsflerential equation 
zi = Q(u) (4.17) 
is asymptotically stable, then the zero solution of (2.3) is asymptotically stable 
(and therefore, the degree of Q( y) is odd). If there is a homogeneous polynomial 
A(u) which is positive on some set and 
is negative defktite, then the zero solution of (2.3) is unstable. 
Proof. Suppose the degree of Q( y) is m. If the zero solution of (4.17) is 
asymptotically stable, it is known from ordinary differential equations [13] 
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that there are two positive definite quadratic forms A(y), B(y) homogeneous 
of degree m + 1, 2~2, respectively, such that 
where A~~,irj(~) represents the derivative of A(u) along the solutions of (4.17). 
There is a p2 > 0 such that, for 1 u j < pa, Fre(u, h,(u)) = Fi(u, A,(U)) = 
Y(O) p(u, h,(u)). Therefore, for / u ( < ~a , 
Lemma 3.3 implies the second term in this expression is at least order 
2m + 1 and, therefore, &is)( ) . u is ne g ative definite in a neighborhood of 
u = 0. The classical Liapunov theorem implies that the zero solution of 
(4.16) is uniformly asymptotically stable. Theorem 3.3 implies the zero 
solution of (2.3) is uniformly asymptotically stable. 
If there is a homogeneous polynomial A(u) of degree 31 which is not 
of constant sign and B(u) = -[~/I(U)/&] Q(U) is negative definite, then 
In a sufficiently small neighborhood of u = 0, the right side of this expression 
is a positive definite function. The classical Cetaev theorem implies that the 
solution u = 0 of (4.16) is unstable. Theorem 3.3 implies the solution 
x = 0 of (2.3) is unstable and the proof is complete. 
C:OR~LLARY 4.1. Under the assumptions and notations of Theorem 4.1, 
let R(u) designate the homogeneous polynomial of the lowest degree terms in 
the power series expansion of Y(0) F(H(@u)). If th e zero solution of the ordinary 
drzerential equation 
zi = R(u) (4.18) 
is asymptotically stable, then the zero solution of (2.3) is asymptotically stable. 
If there is a homogeneous polynomial which is positive on some set and 
S(u) = -[U(u)/&] R(u) 
is negative definite, then the zero solution of (2.3) is unstable. 
Proof. Let the degree of R(u) be m. From (4.10) Y(O) p(u, 0) = 
F(H(@u + a(~))). Furthermore, from Lemma 4.2, the power series expansions 
of a(u) begins with terms of at least degree 2. This implies that 
W(@u + 4~))) = R(u) + T(u), 
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where the power series expansion of T(u) beings with terms of at least 
degree m + I. Theorem 4.2 now gives the result. 
Corollary 4.1 includes Theorem 3. I in [5] for retarded functional differential 
equations. 
COROLLARY 4.2. Suppose the hypotheses of Theorem 4.1 are satisfied 
and zero is a simple root of (2.7) and Eq. (4.17) is 
12 - au”‘, a ‘i’ 0. (4.19) 
lf a < 0 and m is odd, the solution .I^ = 0 of (2.3) is asymptotically stable. 
Otherwise, the solution .Y 1 0 of (2.3) is unstable. 
Proof. If a < 0 and m is odd, A(u) := u2/2, then 
is a negative definite function and the solution u = 0 of (4.19) is 
asymptotically stable. Theorem 4.2 implies the solution x = 0 of (2.3) is 
asymptotically stable. 
If a > 0, nz is odd and A(u) = G/2, then Ljcq,19~ = --B(u) is positive 
definite. Theorem 4.2 implies the solution .I’ = 0 of (2.3) is unstable. If m 
is even and A(u) == (sgn a)u, then AC,.,,,(U) = -B(u) = 1 a 1 U” is positive 
definite. Theorem 4.2 implies the solution x =- 0 of (2.3) is unstable. The 
proof is complete. 
EXAMPLE. As an example, let us consider the two-dimensional system 
[x = col(x, ) X2)] 
4 x1(t) = x2(t), 
g [x2(t) - g(x(t ~ r))] = ax,(t - Y) t-f@(t), x(t - Y)), 
(4.20) 
where Y > 0, f, g are analytic in their arguments in a neighborhood of zero 
and the power series expansions begin with terms of the degree ;>2. The 
associated linear equation is the RFDE 
(4.21) 
f x1(t) -7 x*(t), 
-jt x2(t) = as2(t - r), 
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which has a, = -cc and a characteristic equation given by 
h(h - ore-“‘) = 0. (4.22) 
For --rr/2r < 01 < 0, Eq. (4.22) has a simple zero root and all other roots 
have negative real parts. The bases for the constant solutions of (4.21) and 
its adjoint may be taken as a’, Y, respectively, with 
Q(O) = col(a-1, O), Y(0) = (a, -1). 
Suppose C is decomposed by (0) as P @Q where P is the one-dimensional 
subspace spanned by @. The function H in Theorem 4.1 is given by 
W,W) = W), --r<e<o 
4(O) + GM--r)), e = 0, 
(4.23) 
wher G = col(0, g). If xt = H(x,), zt = @u(t) + wt , then the equations 
for u(t), wt are 
(a) G(t) = -f@(t) + G(z(t - r)), x(t - r)> (4.24) 
(b) wt = Wwo + j:, {T(t - 4 X,“f(z(s) + G(z(s - r)), 4s - r)) ds 
- [d,T(t - s) X,0] g@(s) + G(x(s - Y)), z(s - r))} ds. 
For wt = 0, the right side of (4.24a) becomes 
-f(@u + G(h), @pu) = -f(du, g(a-lu, 0), a-$ 0) 
def = &p + bum+1 -1 a*.. 
(4.25) 
If a(~) is the solution of (4.4) for this particular case, then the fact that a(u) 
begins with second-order terms in u implies that 
-f(@u + a(u) + G(@u + a(u)), @u + a(u)) = aurn + cum+l + . . . . 
i.e., the lowest-order terms in the expansion of -fare not affected by a(u). 
Therefore, an application of Corollary 4.1 implies the following result. 
If a < 0 and m is odd, the solution x = 0 of (4.20) is uniformly asymptotically 
stable. Otherwise, for any a # 0, the solution x = 0 of (4.21) is unstable. 
As a particular illustration, if 
505/10/1-6 
then m, a in (4.25) are given by 
m = 3, a == (-a)“(b, + b,~, + b3). 
Since 01 < 0, it follows that the solution of the equation is asymptotically 
stable if b, + b,c, + b, < 0, and unstable if b, + b,c, + b, > 0. 
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